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ABSTRACT
This paper surveys 20 popular esports games on their spectat-
ing clients. This survey looks at if spectating client is offered,
the difficulty accessing this client, the camera control, visual
clarity, and information provided, and how easy it is to learn
and use the spectating client. Our survey unveils the large
disparity of functionality provided by the spectating mode
offered by game clients, and a lack of support for esports
casters to use the spectating mode.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED LITERATURE
Esports in an indisputably growing industry gaining popu-
larity for its competitive nature [6, 9, 10], with a number of
new games arriving into the esports scene in recent years (eg.
Overwatch, Dragon Ball FighterZ ). Prize pools of esport tour-
naments have grown as high as $25 million [2] and esports
as an industry is expected to break $1 billion by 2019 [4].
Esports games and tournaments are all live streamed on

gaming streaming platforms such as Twitch.tv (commonly
referred to as just Twitch). With live media consumers con-
tinually moving away from traditional televised media and
towards live streamed media [8, 11], live streaming practices
has become an essential component for esports practices.
The 2018 International Dota 2 Championships, broadcasted
and casted on Twitch throughout the entirety of the event,
had an average live streaming viewership of 523562, nearly
30% increase from 2017, and a peak viewership of 1.2 million
viewers [5].

Broadcasted esports games have commentary provided by
dedicated esports casters. Casters commentate games live
for the entertainment and education for the audience [1]
and has been shown to be highly valued by the players and
viewers in conjunction to attributes of the video game itself
(gameplay, aesthetics) [12, 13]. Being the core component in
a live stream, casters arguably have the greatest impact on
audience enjoyment and production of esports events [1].
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From 20 interviews with esports casters, we found es-
ports casters consistently face difficulties with the spectat-
ing client of the games they cast. Despite the significance
of esports casters on the industry, there has been inconsis-
tent support for the functionality and usability of spectating
clients, the core visual component in esports casting. Even
outside of casting, spectator modes are instrumental for play-
ers of the game to learn and develop deeper understanding
of the game’s mechanics and nuances. This work surveys 20
spectator clients of popular esports games to examine the
affordances each provides.

2 METHODS
The survey of games in this paper was selected by consider-
ing the popularity of the game by viewership on Twitch and
including a variety of genres of esports games. The games
selected, their average viewership (over the past 7 days from
October 10th 2018), and their categories are summarized in
Table 1 [3].

Each game was surveyed for if a spectator client is offered,
how specatators access games to spectate (eg. midgame, pri-
vate lobby), how much camera control the spectator has,
information and statistics provided to the spectators, frame
data, video replay controls, and player ranking information.
Additional notes pertaining these criteria were also taken.

3 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
It should first be noted that each genre of games has its own
spectating needs, and thus tools such as frame data is an
essential tool for fighting games analysis such as Tekken
but not relevant in an FPS game such as Overwatch. Taking
this into consideration, this section will discuss areas that
apply differently for different games, but will all benefit the
spectating experience for every esport games.

Accessing Spectator Clients Our survey found a large
disparity in the capabilities and even providing a spectating
client. Three games didn’t provide an option for spectating
with Super Smash Bros. Melee being one of the three, an un-
derstandable omission due to it being a local console game re-
leased in 2001.Magic: The Gathering Arena is in beta and has
features being added regularly. Fortnite provides a variation
to spectating called observer mode where you get to observe
other players after you have been eliminated from the match,
however a spectator mode for other players outside of the
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Genre Game Average Viewers

MOBA

League of Legends 131508
Dota 2 38756
Heroes of the Storm 6564
SMITE 2254
Heroes of Newerth 257

FPS

Fortnite 69035
PUBG 37093
CS:GO 32492
Overwatch 25573
Call of Duty: WWII 681

Fighting

Tekken 10718
Street Fighter V 1860
Super Smash Bros. Melee 4576
Dragon Ball FighterZ 2289
Mortal Kombat X 126
Injustice 2 91

Misc

Hearthstone 28426
Magic: The Gathering 13117
Rocket League 10892
Starcraft II 5677

Table 1: Surveyed games, their genre, and average
viewers on Twitch

match is not provided. There have been work towards an
official spectating mode by Epic Games, the developers of
Fortnite, in anticipation for Fortnite tournaments [7].

Only Dota 2 provides full spectating options by allowing
users to spectate any public game being played at any given
point in time. All other sixteen games provided spectating
capabilities that were limited in some way. Some by means
of only spectating games played by friends while others only
provided a spectating option in private lobbies.

Every game, with the exception of Dota 2, lack clear indi-
cation on how to spectate games. The option to spectate a
friend’s game is often not indicated until you right click on
your friend’s profile, which not many players do since the
game client usually provide quick-access buttons for joining
or inviting the friend to a group. Private lobbies that do pro-
vide spectating options are not known to players until they
create or join a private lobby themselves, and in some games
spectating is an option that is not turned on by default.

Overwatch is an especially interesting case since the game
client provides the option to spectate public custom games
in addition to both spectating a friend’s game and in private
lobbies. However to spectate a public custom game players
have to join an already full lobby and join as a spectator while
they queue for an open spot in the lobby; there is no option to

join a public custom game as and only as a spectator, which
is an oversight that can be very easily remedied.

Limited Control and Information If a game offers the
option to spectate, the spectator mode often provides inade-
quate camera control and supplemental information for play-
ers to learn with or for casters to use in their commentary.
In spectator clients, the camera controls are often sluggish
and unresponsive, as with the case for Overwatch. There
are also limited hotkeys to quickly jump to different camera
angles to follow different players in the game. Not a single
game provides easily accessed custom settings for users to
tweak the sensitivity and control scheme for the spectator
client, Dota 2 has these settings but they are not intuitive or
easy to access. Providing a larger variety of control schemes
and the option to customize sensitivity and key mapping
for the spectating client allows each user to adjust the spec-
tating mode to their needs. This is crucially important for
casters to follow the action with their spectator client to
be able to best craft a narrative for their commentary. All
the games we surveyed allowed players to customize the
key mapping and sensitivity for the player’s gameplay ex-
perience (mouse sensitivity, key bindings); we argue that
this autonomy for spectators should also be provided. This
applies even to fighting games, where the camerawork is
simplistic since it only requires to capture two players on
a planar movement scheme. It is often useful for casters to
know exactly how close one player is to the edge of the
fighting area as cornering is a very powerful strategy used
in fighting games. The current spectating mode for fighting
games do not provide any means for spectators to zoom out
to check the boundaries of the fighting arena.
Information provided to spectating clients are also very

limited. Aside from giving the spectators camera control, the
spectator client does not provide additional insight into the
game by means of statistical information. The exception to
this is Dota 2 and Starcraft II. In the case of Dota 2, spectators
can access a plethora of statistical information for all players
ranging from player position and items, kills / deaths / assists,
last hits / denies, hero level, XP per minute, current gold, net
worth, gold per minute, buyback status, and fight recap, all
information that greatly supplement the understanding and
evaluation of the current game being watched. Spectators
should be given the same range of information as Dota 2
provides in order for players to best study and learn the
game, analyze the game for casting, and develop a deeper
understanding into the game’s nuances and mechanics. This
may be simple additions such as a quick access view of every
player’s boost fuel level and a minimap in Rocket League,
or require greater additions such as the information Dota
2 provides for other MOBA games. It should also be noted
that the display of the information should not interfere with
the viewing of the action of the game; information should be
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Figure 1: Screenshot clutter in Heroes of the Storm.

tucked to the side of the screen or be available as a layover
display that can be removed quickly.

Visual Clarity
The visual disambiguation of the game’s visuals is vital to
reducing confusion for spectators. Two common visual con-
fusion we identified over our survey are visual clutter and
character ambiguity. Visual clutter occurs when too much
visual effects are displayed on the screen as seen in Figure 1.
Clutter can be remedied by providing the spectator the op-
tion to turn off particle effects, simplified visual effects, and
outlining characters. By providing the option to turn these
off the spectator client provides the user more agency to
better adjust the spectator client to their individual needs.

Character ambiguity can occur in two forms: same-character
ambiguity and different-character ambiguity. Since many es-
port games offer players the option to earn or buy cosmetic
skins, characters within the game can take on many differ-
ent visual forms. Same-character ambiguity occurs when
cosmetic skins alter the visual look of the character differ
so much so that it becomes non-intuitive that it is the same
character. An example of this is shown in Figure 2, where
the character Pandamonium Hon, a blue staff-wielding blue
panda from Heroes of Newerth, has an alternate skin that
turns it into a green nunchuck-wielding dragon.
Character ambiguity can also occur in different charac-

ters where two different characters visually appear to be
very similar due to cosmetic skins. An example of different-
character ambiguity can be found in Figure 3 where two
heroes in Dota 2, Death Prophet and Naga Siren, have very
similar blue frilly skins.

To eliminate character ambiguity, spectating clients should
allow users to turn off cosmetic skins and view the game
using the original character skins thus minimizing visual
ambiguity as a result from skins.

Figure 2: PandamoniumHon in its default skin (left) and its
alternate skin (right).

Figure 3: Death Prophet (left) and Naga Siren (right), two dif-
ferent characters with similar skins.

An outstanding of visual clarity is with team-based colors
in Overwatch League. Blizzard has implemented a visual sys-
tem in Overwatch League that has greatly enhanced the vi-
sual clarity when spectating games. Overwatch implemented
a team-based skin system where teams in Overwatch League
would have matching color schemes and use default skins
as seen in Figure 4. This provides visual clarity extending
beyond character skins to the color of particle effects, zone
colors, and character icon borders. This visual clarity helps
tremendously not only for viewers of Overwatch players,
but also for casters to follow the action as well as for laymen
who has never seen the game before.

4 CONCLUSION
From fanbase viewership to online streaming, casting, and
educational uses, spectatorship is an integral component of
the esports industry. Despite the importance of spectator-
ship, our survey has identified a number of difficulties using
the spectator mode in 20 popular esports games. Spectat-
ing are often limited to only friends or private lobbies, not
offered at all, and unclear how to start spectating a game.
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Figure 4: Team-based color schemes used in Overwatch
League.

In the spectator mode the camera controls are also limiting
without settings to adjust camera control sensitivity, little in-
formation given to the spectators, and the games themselves
can be visually cluttered. We suggest every esport game pro-
vide easy-to-navigate and readily available games to spectate.
Camera controls should be fluid, and users should be given
the option to adjust camera sensitivity and key-mapping.
Information and detailed statistics in the match should be
made available, and visual components of the game should be
made as simple and clear as possible with the option for spec-
tators to toggle on and off character skins, particle effects,
and other non-essential visual effects. Each game needs to be
evaluated which components are relevant adjusted accord-
ingly. By supporting spectating clients, game publishers will
be empowering the viewers, casters, and players to better
engage with the game as a spectator.
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